
Friday	Night	Dhamma
“Searching	–	Finding	–	Being	Home”

January	31,	2014

7:00	–	8:00pm		Guided	meditation	and	brief	Dhamma	reflection

~	Sakula,	Spiritual	Director

8:00	–	9:00pm		Special	Board	Update	and	Dialogue

	~	Alistair,	Board	Chair

Luang	Por	Pasanno	blessing	people	at	his	recent	visit	to	PFOD
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Proposal	for	Purchase
BACKGROUND
On July 22, 2013 the PFOD Board (the Board) resolved to pursue the purchase of the Dharma Rain
Zendo (the Building) as our new home.* This proposal is the result of that resolution.

● Recognizing the support and ongoing financial contributions of over 50 community members
towards owning and operating the Building;

● Recognizing also the support of the Monastic Sangha and in particular the encouragement of
Luang Por Pasanno and Ajahn Sudanto to purchase the Building;

● Having established the Building’s suitability as a Dhamma home, and goodwill of the seller;
● Having established that we have a loan suitable to purchase the Building and capital

sufficient for closing and move-in costs and to establish emergency and maintenance funds;
● Having established that we have the financial means to operate the building, as well as

develop programs and support the Spiritual Director, and
● Having developed  a common understanding amongst and between Board and the Lenders

on the financial and organizational changes that would allow us to grow as a community and
city refuge, and having documented these in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).

RESOLUTIONS
The Board hereby resolves:

1. To accept in principle the generous loan offer from the lenders and, with the support of
legal counsel, to develop all necessary legal documents to execute the loan.

2. To accept the MOU and establish it as the Board’s primary planning document for 2014.
3. To develop a formal purchase offer for the Building, with the intention of completing the

building purchase by our Annual Meeting in May 2014.

In addition, to help manage and protect our 501(c)3 nonprofit status, the Board further resolves:

4. To establish a typical Conflict of Interest Policy before the loan agreement is finalized.
5. To hire a bookkeeper to help with 2013 IRS filings and to support the treasurer in 2014.

AUTHORIZATIONS
To facilitate its resolutions, the Board makes the following authorizations:

● Authorizes the Board Officers, acting together and accountable to the Board, to retain a
lawyer and other expert counsel as needed, to negotiate agreements with the lenders and
Dharma Rain, and to develop all necessary legal documents to execute the loan and
complete the purchase.
The authority to execute the loan and so complete the purchase remains with the full Board.

● Authorizes the Spiritual Director and Program Committee, who are responsible for programs,
to negotiate and manage shared use of the Building with Dharma Rain during the transition.

* Full text of the July 22, 2013 Board Resolution: Recognizing the support shown by the monastic
community and many from the lay community for the purchase of DR Zendo, and recognizing the
suitability and potential of the building itself, PFoD will pursue the purchase of DR Zendo as the
primary path to a new home. From now through Dec. 31, 2013, PFoD will seek to understand the risks
and benefits therein, clarify financial obligations and come to a common understanding. We will seek
to gather the necessary finances, negotiate a successful purchase, and identify any organizational
changes necessary to manage the building effectively.
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Memorandum	of	Understanding
Amongst and Between Portland Friends of the Dhamma and the Lenders

“When, with a trusting heart, believing in a good outcome,
A virtuous person gives to a virtuous person a gift rightly obtained,

That gift will come to full fruition.”  – MN 142

Context and Shared Intentions

Whereas this document serves two interwoven purposes: to outline the terms of a loan and to
document a common understanding (consensus) on the necessary conditions for a viable
purchase of the building. In a consensus organization it’s vital to avoid the appearance or
inclination that a loan is used as leverage to achieve other unassociated ends. The beauty and
benefit of consensus is that all parties embracing and investigating each others viewpoints
delivers both better solutions and a stronger community.

Whereas we seek through this process to understand and minimize three risks:

● Meaningful financial loss to any of the parties
● Damaged or inappropriate relationships between the parties
● PFOD’s mission being overwhelmed by the demands and costs of building ownership

Whereas the chance to purchase of Dharma Rain is no ordinary opportunity, as described by
some community members’ reflections:

“The opportunity for the community to buy Portland Dharma Center seems to come from

everywhere. The air, the earth. What wasn't even an idea less than one year ago is now

near fulfillment. All the effort I see is so wholesome and so true to exploring the Dhamma

within the process. I feel great confidence and ease even in the midst of feeling unsure

and amazed.”

“The zendo is so suitable in size, location and setup. The timing of it becoming available

when we needed a home is amazing. It is a place the community can deeply settle into and

this tradition can have a true home in Portland.”

“PIMC rented space at Dharma Rain for a decade prior to purchasing our building in

Southeast Portland.  Dharma Rain is centrally located in the city. It has a lovely meditation

hall and downstairs facilities which include a great commercial kitchen, large meeting room,

and a great room for interviews...In January, PIMC will have owned our building for ten

years.  It has become a true home to our community. I just came home from a well

attended Thanksgiving dinner. The financial commitments and volunteer work required to

maintain the building have helped people to feel more ownership of the place. While
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difficult at times, having to raise the necessary funds has helped us to include the financial

realities of life in our practice of Dharma….There is something about having something to

build on and around that increases commitment and longevity.”

Whereas the PFOD board on July 22, 2013, reaching consensus, resolved the following:

Recognizing the support shown by the monastic community and many from the lay
community for the purchase of the Dharma Rain Zendo, and recognizing the suitability
and potential of the building itself, PFOD will pursue the purchase of Dharma Rain
Zendo as the primary path to a new home. From now through Dec. 31, 2013, we will
seek to understand the risks and benefits therein, clarify financial obligations and come
to a common understanding. We will seek to gather the necessary finances, negotiate a
successful purchase, and identify any organizational changes necessary to manage the
building effectively.

Whereas the lenders note the following:

We have both been deeply nourished by the Ajahn Chah lineage and consider
Portland Friends of the Dhamma our spiritual home.  The purchase of a building of
suitable size, character and location would be a support for PFoD to flourish as a
stable, vibrant city center for practice and study.  We are inspired to use our means to
support such a purchase.

Whereas Sakula expresses her hope and intention to serve as PFOD’s Spiritual Director for
the coming five or more years, assuming the continued support of the Board and the Abhayagiri
Monastic Sangha. Also that Sakula expresses her confidence, backed by the enthusiastic
support of Luang Por Pasanno and the Abhayagiri monastics,  in the wisdom of focusing on the
purchase of the Dharma Rain building as a suitable and auspicious home for this community, its
mission and the advancement and deepening of the Ajahn Chah family tradition.

Whereas in support of the potential of a home for PFOD and a Dhamma refuge in the city for
the well-being of themselves and others, from June 2013 to January 2014 community members
have committed to monthly contributions for at least a year as follows:

● Fifty-four community members have together offered $3060/month over the first year,
equivalent to over $36,000 for one year.

● Portland Community of Mindful Living, who has sat with us for over a decade, has offered
$250 per month to rent one weekly practice evening, equivalent to $3000 for one year.

● Community members have offered a total of $11,000 toward the purchase
● Finally, Some beautiful in-kind pledges have been made including a $200 monthly

pledge for flowers over the first year.

Whereas the Board has developed an income and expense model based on past expenditures
of PFOD and Dharma Rain to use as a baseline. This is not a budget, more an assessment of
reasonable expenses based on previous actual spending and income based on dana
commitments and rents based on market numbers.  And that this model shows sufficient income
to cover expenses. See the Financial Assessment of Purchase.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AtUvW1AxfDm5dDBYMV9fZ2F5UmQxbjhiTDI1eUI3NFE&usp=sharing
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Financial Transactions & Payments

1. Loan Terms

Adrienne and Greg (the Lenders) will provide a loan for the purchase with the parameters
below. The loan money will come from a combination of a mortgage on the Lenders’ primary
residence and cash, consequently the Lenders’ mortgage terms will determine some aspects of
the loan.

1.1. Loan Amount: 100% of the purchase price up to $450,000
1.2. Loan term: 9 Years
1.3. Loan Payments:

■ $1000 per month for the first three years
■ $1500 per month for the next three years
■ $2000 per month for the final three years

1.4. Principle Included in Payments:  This will be around $400 per month, but may
vary in the three periods depending on the lender’s borrowing costs.

1.5. Interest Rate: will be the rate of a 10 year ARM (currently ranging from
3.25%-3.75%)

1.6. Early Payment of Principle: Principle may be paid early without penalty
1.7. Loan Availability: Within 30 days of getting notice from PFOD after having both a

signed Loan Agreement with the Lenders and a signed Purchase Agreement with
the Dharma Rain Zen Community

1.8. Closing Costs: PFOD will cover all closing and legal costs associated with
obtaining the loan (Loan closing costs vary between $2000-$6000.)

1.9. Loan Exit: PFOD may give the lender 90 days notice that the organization would
like to exit the loan in exchange for handing over title of the building to the lender
and forfeiting all accumulated principle.  Within 60 days of getting that notice, the
lender may accept or choose to refuse title in exchange for canceling the remainder
of the loan.  During this 90 period, PFOD remains responsible for loan payments.

2. Reserve Funds for Loan Payment & Building Maintenance

On closing the Board will authorise two funds, described below. These will replace the current
“Closedown Fund” we currently maintain, which was based on our obligations as a renter.

2.1. Loan Buffer Fund  This fund is to pay loan payments when general funds are
exhausted, allowing us more time to deal with the situation and avoid
default/foreclosure. On closing PFOD will set aside sufficient money for two complete
monthly loan payments  ($2,000 in the first 3 years). By adding a two month's buffer
we ensure that it is at least three months from not being able to make a payment from
general funds before we default, and then a further month (four total) to foreclosure.
After foreclosure we then have an additional 120 days to cure the shortfall before the
building is sold. That gives eight months altogether to address a shortfall, which we
consider ample.

These are funds of last resort - we hope never to use them - and will be held in one or
more Certificates of Deposit, which can rollover automatically. Board approval is
required to cash out these CD’s.
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2.2. Building Reserve Fund  The Building Reserve Fund is for major maintenance,
repair and replacement of the structural elements (e.g. roof, walls, foundation) and
vital infrastructure (e.g. electrical, plumbing, heat, security) of the building that are
expected to require attention in more than one and fewer than ten years, plus
unanticipated major maintenance, repair and replacement to those same elements &
infrastructure.

On closing PFOD will create a building reserve fund and credit it will an initial sum of
not less than $2,000. Each month thereafter PFOD will credit the Building Reserve
Fund a monthly contribution calculated as sufficient to fund the predicted
maintenance at its predicted time. (currently estimated at $250monthly, $3,000
annually). This calculation will be reviewed annually by a Building Committee and
readjusted as needed. An example calculation is:

Suppose the outside of the building need repainting in 7 years (84 months)
at an expected cost $4,000. We would then put aside $4,000/84 months
which is about $50/month to cover that work. We then do similar calculations
for roof, electrical, upstairs carpet, etc. and add those monthly amounts too.
Finally we add add an amount for an unpredictable maintenance event and
we have our total monthly contribution.

The Building Reserve Fund, as currently defined, is not intended to fund building
upgrades unless they are vital to the integrity or basic operation of the structure.
Upgrades that enhance our operations, beautify the space or allow new uses are
funded separately.

3. Monthly Loan Payments

The system for monthly loan payments will be as follows:

3.1. Monthly loan payments are due on the 1st of the month
3.2. A loan payment is late if not paid in full by 10th of the month
3.3. A late fee of $35 is due each time a month’s payment is late, even if the loan is in

default
3.4. Payments are credited to monthly charges and fees in the order they became due
3.5. Any payment amount over what is due is credited to the loan’s principal with no

prepayment penalty
3.6. The loan is in default when a monthly loan payment is not fully paid by the 5th of

the following month.
3.7. A default fee of $350 is charged when the loan goes into default.
3.8. The Loan service agent, if not the lender, will formally notify Lender and PFOD

board 10 days before default date.
3.9. The PFOD Chair will call an emergency board meeting to be held within 7 days of

receiving such notice.
3.10. Default is cured by fully paying every monthly loan payments that has not been fully

paid by the 5th of the month following its due date.
3.11. The lender agrees to not pursue eviction while loan is in default.
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4. Foreclosure

Foreclosure is a process defined by state law. In Oregon, it can take either of two paths, as
chosen by the lender at the time of foreclosure.

● Notice and Sale Foreclosure, where the lender gives written notice and the borrower has
120 days to come up to date on all payments and penalties, including by selling the
property themselves and repaying the entire loan and all penalties.  If that doesn’t happen,
the property is sold at auction at the courthouse. If, from the sale proceeds, after repaying
the loan and covering foreclosure costs, there is a surplus, that goes to the borrower; if
there is a deficit then the borrower still legally owes the lender the remaining amount and
lender can sue for repayment.

● Judicial Foreclosure, where the lender sues the borrower for deficiency in court.  The
borrower cannot end this by coming up to date once the suit is filed.

Because of their connection and concern for PFOD and its mission, the Lenders intend to use
only the A. Notice and Sale Foreclosure process, and to not pursue eviction during this
process.

4.1. The loan enters foreclosure, using the process defined by Oregon law, when a
monthly payment is not fully paid by the 5th of the second month after it is due.

4.2. The PFOD Chair will call an emergency Board meeting no less than 10 days before
a potential foreclosure date.

4.3. A foreclosure fee of $1000, payable to the Lenders, is due when foreclosure
is filed.  Furthermore PFOD is responsible for all costs and legal or administrative
fees associated with foreclosure and not covered by the $1000 foreclosure fee.

Community Development & Systems

Prospering in a new home requires planning and the development of new systems. These are
the critical areas we have identified. The list of good ideas for community development is
undoubtedly much longer, but the ones below are vital for the purchase to succeed.

5. Rental Income and Management

To support payment of the loan PFOD intends to rent some time slots or areas of the building.
The board has considered two models, both of which we believe can generate $1,500 in
monthly income ($18,000 annually).The Zendo can be thought of as having three areas of use:

● Evenings and weekends are for practice groups and PFOD will rent some of these.
● On weekdays, common areas could be rented for gatherings. A rental model that

prioritizes this is a Meeting Hall model.
● Office space could be built and rented to suitable tenants, mainly for weekday use.  A

rental model that prioritizes this is an Anchor Tenant model.

After closing we expect to rent to Dharma Rain for about three months. We will continue to
develop these models and seek tenants, a choice will be made based on:
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● Our vision for our long-term needs and programming
● Income potential of the models
● Compatibility of the potential tenants
● Workload like marketing, interviewing, cleaning, on-site management and maintenance

6. Financial Planning & Systems

6.1. The Board will consider and approve a three to five year vision and business
plan to encompass programming, building use, and Spiritual Director support.

6.2. PFOD will create an annual budget forecast within three months of the offer being
accepted and to publicly posting summary quarterly financial reports within 45
days of the end of each quarter starting with Q4 2013.

6.3. PFOD will retain a professional bookkeeper by the time an offer is accepted and
develop and set up accounting systems within two months of the offer being
accepted.

6.4. PFOD will define and implement a system for regular communication with
donors, that also respects donor privacy by the time the offer is made.

7. Spiritual Director Support

7.1. Recognizing that, in addition to a suitable building, a thriving community needs a
well-supported Spiritual Director, PFOD will develop a Spiritual Director Support
Plan to determine a salary appropriate to the position and appropriate to the
means of the organization. The Support Plan will be developed by a Working Group
and will be approved by the Board before the end of 2014. Until the new compen-
sation plan is approved, the Spiritual Director will be supported by compensation of
$1000 per month, and $600 per month for health insurance premiums and out of
pocket expenses, and $100 in expense reimbursement for training.

8. Leadership Development Planning

Recognizing that the benefits of a broad and robust base of spiritual leadership within the
community.

8.1. Training in our Lineage: There is a need and desire for further community
knowledge in the etiquette and teachings of the Ajahn Chah lineage in order to
provide PFOD with a mature base of volunteers and participants well grounded in
both affiliation and support of our lineage. Sakula intends to develop such a
program, calling on the guidance of Abayagiri and support of the Program
Committee.

8.2. Teachers Round Table:  The Spiritual Director Sakula and senior teacher
Matthew are developing a Teachers Round Table to provide teachers affiliated with
PFOD nourishment and mutual support. This group will meet on a regular basis in a
casual and confidential atmosphere to share experiences associated with their
roles. The Round Table is not a policy making body, nor a public access forum.
Sakula and Matthew will seek Luang Por Pasanno's confirmation when inviting
emerging teachers.
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9. Community Engagement

9.1. Volunteer Coordinator: Recognizing the need for community engagement, the
work involved in expanding our programs, and volunteerism encouraging a sense of
ownership, the Program committee will define the role of and intend to appoint one
or more Volunteer Coordinators before we close on the purchase.

10. Building Maintenance

10.1. A Building Committee: Recognizing the many tasks involved in maintaining a
building, the care and attention to detail in planning those tasks, and the potential
for bigger problems when maintenance isn't properly handled, the board will charter
a Building Committee, whose main task will be to plan, organize and oversee the
regular maintenance of the temple. The committee will develop and manage the
building maintenance budget and Building Reserve Fund.

10.2. PFOD will set aside $2,500 to cover essential initial building improvements.
Currently plans for such improvements are limited to:

● Changing locks/improving security,
● Make the building entrance area more welcoming,
● Installing a buddha rupa in an appropriate fashion.
● Establishing a workable office for the Spiritual Director

Any other remodeling may occur that is necessary to generate rental income, or as
approved by the Board.

Signatures

The undersigned represent that this document reflects a common understanding amongst and
between the named parties, and further, that the fulfillment of these understandings is in keeping
with Portland Friends of the Dhamma’s mission.

___________________________________ _________________________________

Adrienne Fuson  (Lender) Alistair Williamson (Board Chair)

___________________________________ _________________________________

Gregory Satir (Lender, Vice Chair) Sakula (Spiritual Director)

___________________________________ _________________________________

Rachel Telesmanick  (Treasurer) Jim Walker (Treasurer-Emeritas)

___________________________________ _________________________________

Tena Hoke (Secretary) Jessica Swanson (Director)



Financial Assessment of Purchase
Income and Expense Estimate Monthly Annually Percent

INCOME ESTIMATE $4,870 $58,440 100%
Dana $3,370 $40,440 69%
‣ Monthly Pledges  (from pledge forms) $3,060 $36,720
‣ Dana in Bowl  ($5 per evening) $60 $720
‣ Annual Fundraising   (Based on past experience) $250 $3,000
Rental Income - Anchor Tenant Model $1,500 $18,000 31%
‣ Evening upstairs groups  - 2 nights with DR pricing $500 $6,000
‣ Daytime time upstairs/downstairs to groups $400 $4,800
‣ Rent One Office downstairs -  other is for SD $600 $7,200

EXPENSE ESTIMATE $4,075 $48,900 100%
Programs $2,008 $24,100 49%
‣ Spiritual Director Support - As of Jan 2014 $1,700 $20,400
‣ Programs - From PFOD 2012 Budget $308 $3,700
Utilities and Mainteance - Mostly from DR 2012 budget $725 $8,700 18%
‣ Electric (solar on roof) $54 $650
‣ Recycling $25 $300
‣ Water $96 $1,150
‣ Building Maintenance $300 $3,600
‣ Building Reserve Fund - our guess $250 $3,000
Administration $342 $4,100 8%
‣ General Admin Costs - from PFOD 2012 budget minus ins $75 $900
‣ Additional Bookkeeping - 5h setup/training, 3h@EOY, 3h/Q $100 $1,200
‣  Insurance - State Farm ($450K, $30K contents) $167 $2,000
Building Loan - Years 1 - 3 $1,000 $12,000 25%

REMAINING INCOME $795 $9,540

Intial Uses of Capital Amount Comment
CASH AVAILABLE $24500
In the Bank 1/1/2014 $16500
Lump Sums Pledged $6000
Prepaid Pledges Already counted in our income -$1000
Additional Retained Income through March 31st $3000

REQUIRED COSTS - FIRST THREE MONTHS $17700
Costs of the Transaction $7000
‣ Inspection + Appraisal paid Was $2500
‣ Closing Costs for Loan from G&A $4500 From First Tech loan - no points
‣ Closing Costs for the Purchase Transaction $2500 incl. lawyers fees for loan doc
Investment in the Building $5500
‣ Initial Building Changes (Security, Lighting) $2500 keypad for 1 door, security lighting
‣ Build Out Offices to Support Renters $3000 estimate - will be getting quotes
Money Set Aside $5200 In our account - but is set aside
‣ Setting up the Loan Buffer Fund $2200 Based on $1000 mort payment
‣ Seeding the Building Reserve Fund $3000

REMAINING CASH $6800 Plus $5,200 in reserve funds



About	Portland	Friends
of	the	Dhamma

PFOD	Mission

Friends	of	the	Dhamma	exists	to	support	access	to	the	Buddha’s	teachings.	We	encourage
contact	with	like-minded	individuals	(both	lay	and	monastic)	through	community
gatherings,	retreats	and	the	free	distribution	of	books	and	tapes.

Our purpose is to promote both the intellectual and experiential understanding of the	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Dhamma	and	provide	a	community	of	support	for	living	the	eightfold	path,

Friends of the Dhamma arises from the Theravada, Thai-Forest meditation lineage of	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Ajahn Chah and is advised by and affiliated with Abhayagiri monastery. We welcome all	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
traditions dedicated to the integrity of the Buddha’s teachings: generosity, virtue, mental	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
cultivation,	wisdom	and	compassion.

Friends of the Dhamma is supported by contributions (dana) from the community and	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
does	not	charge	fees	for	events.

-	Established	by	the	PFOD	Board	in	2000		(with	minor	edits	in	2004,	2010,	2013)

PFOD	Governance

Board	of	Directors	are	elected	to	two-year	terms	with	six-year	term	limits.		Directors
are	Alistair	Williamson/Chair,	Greg	Satir/Vice	Chair,	Rachel	Telesmanick/Treasurer,	Jim
Walker/Treasurer	Emeritus,	Sakula	Reinard/Spiritual	Director	and	Jessica	Swanson.		Tena
Hoke/Secretary	is	a	Board	Officer	but	not	a	Director.

Program	Committee	is	chaired	by	the	Spiritual	Director	and	members	are	appointed	by
the	Spiritual	Director	and	Board.		Members	are	Sakula	Reinard,	Matthew	Grad,	Charla
Chamberlain,		Joan	Benge,	Heather	Fercho	and	Greg	Satir.

Bylaws	can	be	found	on	the	PFOD	website.
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http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.accesstoinsight.org%2Flib%2Fauthors%2Fbodhi%2Fwaytoend.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFMRqiWo3GeCWlAHYc7rTQ0gclhsQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fforestsangha.org%2Fhistory%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEPHuL4D9YSK71BGeL3ZJBy7wCdbw
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